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ABSTRACT 

Uzbekistan is a country of youth. Turning to the population, about 64 percent of the population of 

our country is young people, that is, those under 30 years old. Of course, this requires a lot of 

attention, care, if we look at the enormous responsibility of our state, on the second hand, the 

attention to be paid to our young people; tomorrow will bring great achievements and results. 

Completely changed the cultural, political-social, economic relations in the life of the country. In 

this article we will talk about the opportunities created for young people in the New Uzbekistan 

and about the youth policy in Uzbekistan in detail.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The protection of all the rights and freedoms, interests and opportunities of our youth, being the 

future of our country, in a modern way, in a unique way, is in fact carried out together with the 

times, namely in harmony, on the issue of educating our youth as a mature, educated, potential 

person, a perfect person in every possible way. This helps to organize distance learning and offline 

learning in a qualitative and continuous way.  In addition, the provision of the right of young 

people to receive knowledge in education itself is a practical expression of the education and 

training and care that Uzbekistan gives to young people today. 

Additional measures for the state support of young people, the state support of talented and 

talented young people, youth entrepreneurship, the norms for the social services of young people 

are reflected in the legislation. In practice, the opportunities for young people who are represented 

today are creativity, presidential schools, activities of specialized schools, gold,silver medals are 

introduced, winners of the Olympiad in science, Zulfiya, the main goal of the introduction of state 

awards such as “the future creator” of the “brave son”, ensuring the viability and implementation 

of the law. The important aspect of the" state policy for young people “is that the fund was 

established together with the Union of youth of Uzbekistan within the framework of the state 

program” youth is our future " in order to create conditions for young people to engage in 

entrepreneurship, to protect them from the effects of various negative ills and to prevent violations 

Also, the purpose of this fund is to provide preferential loans and leasing services at a rate of 7 

percent per annum through commercial banks for the implementation of their ideas and projects; 

within the framework of the program, such privileges as granting guarantees in the amount not 

exceeding 50 percent of the amount of loans allocated.  

Measures to create conditions especially suitable for unorganized young people, to support them in 

every way, to direct them to the profession and to ensure employment, to encourage their 

initiatives have reached a new level in recent years. Under the leadership of the prosecutors of 
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these regions in this districts and cities, the role of the district governor in the youth policy, the 

role of the heads of the internal affairs departments on youth issues, the formation of commissions 

for the support of young entrepreneurship with the participation of the chairmen of the district and 

city councils of the Youth Union Tasks for the systematic implementation of each of the five 

initiatives in districts and cities have been set. 

In fact, the XXI century encourages you to work tirelessly on your own, it is to add innovation to 

the field of research, something, striving for us. I also aimed to contribute to the further 

development of our new Uzbekistan with new initiatives. At present, another important process of 

Awakening is taking place in our country. Therefore, the words” New Uzbekistan sound 

harmoniously and harmoniously in our lives and inspire our people towards Great Goals. It is also 

true that these sentences are quickly blown and mastered in our ears today. Today Uzbekistan is 

becoming a country of democratic changes, broad opportunities and practical work. This process 

is the biggest result of our reforms for me. Because, the accuracy of the goal is the most important 

criterion that ensures the effectiveness of actions.  New Uzbekistan means, first of all, new 

economic relations, new economic outlook. Therefore, the economic system of our country is 

being fully reconstructed, no matter how heavy it may be, we have started to implement the 

market rules in practice. 

Thus, the law "on state policy on young people" will serve to strengthen the rights and legitimate 

interests of young people in our country, increase the responsibility of state bodies and other 

organizations in the implementation of state policy on young people, increase the effectiveness of 

measures aimed at raising a healthy, harmonious generation in this area. 

In conclusion, for the rise of national development in the New Uzbekistan, it is necessary to 

change the views and thinking of our people, responsible persons and leaders first. The youth of 

the new Uzbekistan should make a worthy use of the opportunities that are being created, and its 

result should bring benefits to the economy and society.. It is necessary to realize that the further 

development of national development in the new Uzbekistan is the responsibility of every Uzbek 

person on his shoulders. It is worth noting that the youth of new Uzbekistan means the future and  
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